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Job Title: Classroom instructor 

 

Work Year: School calendar 

 

Reports to:  Building Principal; District Administrator 

 

Qualifications: The minimum qualifications include but are not limited to licensure by the 

Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction. 

 

Job Responsibilities and Duties: 

 Each teacher shall be under the general direction of the District Administrator and is 

responsible for implementing Board of Education policies and administrative procedures.  

 Each teacher shall state expectations for all learners to succeed, provide all learners with 

an opportunity to learn, and hold learners accountable for learning. 

 

Areas of Expectations (Each teacher shall): 

 

A. Instructional Planning 

1. Apply and incorporate district curriculum guides. 

2. Develop unit, weekly, and daily lesson plans consistent with objectives. 

 

B. Instructional Delivery  

1. Demonstrate correct written and oral communication. 

2. Carry out instructional plans. 

3. Use an effective instructional process to include the use of strategic learning 

techniques. 

4. Use teaching methods which respond to learner needs. 

5. Use positive reinforcement. 

6. Promote transfer so that students can see what they have previously learned and why. 

7. Promote the use of higher order thinking skills (i.e. problem solving). 

 

C. Classroom Management 

1. Teach in an efficient manner that provides maximum use of available learning time. 

2. Create an appropriate learning atmosphere. 

3. Maintain a physical environment for good instruction and learning. 

4. Develop reasonable rules for classroom behavior and maintain order in the classroom 

in a just manner. 

5. Use space, equipment, and materials to support instruction. 

 

  



D. Subject Content  

1. Show command of subject matter. 

2. Stress basic essential concepts and facts. 

3. Keep current with new developments, issues, and technology. 
 

E.  Evaluation 

1. Assess accomplishments of students regularly and provide progress reports to learners 

and parents. 

2. Diagnose learning difficulties of students continually and remediate the condition. 

3. Plan for individual and group differences. 
 

F. Other 

1. Other duties as assigned by the administration. 
 

 

LEGAL REFERENCE: Sections §118.19  Wisconsin Statutes 

      §121.02(1)(a) 

    PI 34 Wisconsin Administrative Code 

 

 


